Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have achieved a superior performance by taking advantages of the complex network architectures and huge numbers of parameters, which however become uninterpretable and challenge their full potential to practical applications. Towards better understand the rationale behind the network decisions, we propose a novel architecture decoupling method, which dynamically discovers the hierarchical path consisting of activated filters for each input image. In particular, architecture controlling module is introduced in each layer to encode the network architecture and identify the activated filters corresponding to the specific input. Then, mutual information between architecture encoding and the attribute of input image is maximized to decouple the network architecture, and subsequently disentangles the filters by limiting the outputs of filter during training. Extensive experiments show that several merits have been achieved based on the proposed architecture decoupling, i.e., interpretation, acceleration and adversarial attacking.
Introduction
Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been prevailed in various computer vision tasks, such as objection classification [19, 35, 13] , detection [33, 32] and semantic segmentation [8] . However, the excellent performance of CNN is rooted in its complex network architecture with a gigantic number of parameters, which thereby restrict the interpretation of its internal working mechanism. Such a contradiction obstructs the network being applied to the task-critical applications, such as medical diagnosis, automatic robots and self-driving cars.
The network interpretation approaches [40, 4, 30, 41, 17, 25] have the capability to explain the intrinsic properties in the network. For instance, Bau et al. [4] proposed a general framework to quantify the interpretability of the individual hidden units by evaluating a set of semantic concepts. Zhang et al. [41] interprets the network by promoting each filter in the high convolutional layers to detect a specific object. Although, semantic and quantitative explanations in these methods can help us better understand the network, they still far from interpreting the rationale behind the overall functional process of a network. It inspires us to investigate how an inference is achieved via analyzing its working process. However, each inference consists of huge numbers of parameters with a complex calculation process, where every parameter contributes to the final result. It is difficult to understand the role of each parameter in the working process of network, which motivates us to reduce the number of parameters involved in the inference to make each decision become easy to explain. Therefore, in this paper, the essential problem is that which filters are required for each inference. By disentangling the calculation path (i.e. using different set of filters) for each inference, we can trace the functional processing behavior of each layer under a hierarchical path to understand the working principle of the network, as shown in Fig. 1 . After decoupling the network architecture (i.e. the calculation path), each filter is only related to a set of similar input images, the ensemble of which forms a decoupled sub-architecture responsible to the decision marking of a specific input. Such a decoupled architecture further merits in low computational cost for network compression and acceleration, as well as good hints for adversarial network attacking.
In this paper, we introduce a dynamic and interpretable network decoupling approach to handle the above issues, as shown in Fig. 2 . Our key design lies in a novel light-weight architecture controlling module. This module is equipped in each layer to interpret the network by dynamically selecting filters in network inference with negligible computational burden. To disentangle the network architecture, we then maximize the mutual information between the architecture encoding (i.e. the result of filter selection) and the inherent attribute of input images, which makes network dynamically identify the calculation path related to the online input. To better improve the performance of encoded networks, we further increase the similarity between the distribution of architecture encoding and the output of convolutional layer to make each filter only respond to a specific object. In particular, we sparsify the architecture encoding to attenuate the thinner calculation path for each input. We also employ an improved semantic hashing to make discrete architecture encoding differentiable, which therefore can be trained by using stochastic gradient descent (SGD).
Several merits are introduced by the proposed architecture decoupling scheme:
• We propose a novel light-weight architecture controlling module to interpret the neural network by dynamically identifying the activated filter for different inputs. This module is differentiable, such that the network can be optimized by using gradient descent method.
• We lead the disentangled architecture, by which functional processing of each layer can well be interpreted, which help us better understand the rationale behind the network inference. Thus, the decoupled architecture benefits extensive applications, including network interpretation, acceleration and adversarial attacking.
• Our method is generic and flexible, which can be easily used on existing network architectures, such as VGG, ResNet and GoogleNet. We achieve up to 2× ∼ 4× speed up with few accuracy drop for these popular network architectures.
Related Works
Network Interpretability. One way is to interpret the network by analyzing the function of local units [39, 3, 4, 30, 41] . For instance, Yosinski et al. [39] evaluated the transferability of filters in the intermediate convolutional layers. Aubry et al. [3] computed feature distributions for different categories to interpret the internal CNN structure. Recently, Morcos et al. [30] found that there exists a close relationship between units and class labels, such that units can be separated by different classes.
Another way to interpret network is [17, 25, 21, 42] by analyzing how the network works. The influence functions [17] are proposed to trace the model prediction. Lakkaraju et al. [21] explored the knowledge blind spots of neural networks in a weakly-supervised manner. Recently, a unified framework has been proposed to interpret network prediction [25] . To better understand the classification process, a decision tree has been used in [42] . Moreover, Alain et al. [2] proposed to add a linear classifier to each layer and then explore the information of the features. However, it only considers the difference between features in different layers, while the intra-layer difference is not involved in consideration. Wang et al. [38] interpreted the network by analyzing the routing path of different inputs. It, however, does not train the network to improve the network interpretability, such that the network still has many uninterpretable parameters. Different from all these methods, we interpret the working principle of the network by disentangling the network architecture, upon which we further decouple each filter in the intra-layer to explore the interpretable semantic concepts across nodes on the calculation path.
Conditional Computation. Early works on conditional computation concentrated on the selection of model components on the fly, such as the work [6] explored the influence of stochastic or nonsmooth neurons when estimating the gradient of loss function. Later, Bengio et al. [5] employed reinforcement learning to optimize the conditional computation policies. Instead of using one network to finish the classification task, Bolukbasi et al. [7] proposed a network selection approach with network component ensembling to achieve a better performance. Recently, GaterNet was introduced in [9] to generate binary gates to selectively activated network filters based on each input. However, the approach cannot reduce enough number of filters to decouple the network architecture, which obstructs us exploring the working principle of the network.
Differing from defining an expert network to decide the conditional computation, Figurnov et al. [10] dynamically adjusted the number of executed ResNet layers for specific image regions by halting scores. Similar to the previous work, Wang et al. [37] accelerated the network by skipping the convolutional block based on the activations of previous block. Liu et al. [23] transformed a network into directed acyclic graph of differentiable modules and achieved dynamically selected executed neurons by using control module. Recently, a feature boosting and suppression method [11] was used to skip unimportant convolutional output channels at runtime . However, it skipped the same number of filters for each layer, which does not consider the inter-layer difference. Different from the above works, we employ a novel architecture controlling module to decouple network architecture by training them fit to data distribution. The network after training by this module becomes interpretable, facilitating us to visualize the intrinsic network structure, to accelerate the network inference, and to conduct adversarial attacking detection.
Architecture Decoupling
Formally speaking, the l-th convolutional layer in the network with a batch normalization (BN) and a ReLU layer transforms
can be defined as:
where (·) + represents the ReLU layer, and Conv(·, ·) denoted as standard convolution operator.
Filter Selection
For each input image, the proposed architecture controlling module selects the filters and generates the calculation path during network inference. In particular, we determine which filters participate in the convolutional computation before the convolutional operation to accelerate network inference. Therefore, for the l-th convolutional layer, the architecture encoding z l only relies on the input X l instead of the output Y l . To obtain efficient filter selection required by practical applications, the global spatial information from each input channel X l i to a scalar s l i is squeezed via global average pooling. We then design G(s l ) to decide whether the filter should participate in the inference based on s l :
where
r and · represents the matrix multiplication. We ignore the bias parameters for simplicity. To limit the module complexity, G(s l ) is formed by two fully-connected layers, i.e. a dimensionality-reduction layer with weights W l 1 and a dimensionality-increasing layer with weights W l 2 . We empirically set the reduction ratio to r = 4 in our experiments. The output of G(s l ) is the real-valued number that represents the possibility of the filter being selected. To select activated filters, we need to binarize G(s l ) to construct a binary representation vector z l . However, a simple discretization method using sign function is not differentiable so that the corresponding gradients cannot be obtained by back-propagation. Thus, we further employ an Improved SemHash [16] to transform a real-valued value number in G(s l ) to be a binary value by a simple rounding bottleneck, which such an operation can be differentiable.
Improved SemHash. It is based on the different operations for training and testing. During training, we first sample a noise a ∼ N (0, 1)
Thereafter, we obtain a real-valued vector and a binary-valued vector as:
where σ is a saturating Sigmoid function [15] denoted as:
where σ is the Sigmoid function. v During evaluation/testing, we directly use the binary value in the forward-propagation as:
Based on z l , we directly mask the output channels Y l using the architecture encoding z l .
Network Training
We expect that the network architecture can be gradually disentangled during training. Therefore, the essential problem is how to learn an architecture encoding that fits the data distribution. To this end, we propose three loss functions to train the network and to decouple its architecture.
Mutual Information Loss. When the network architecture is disentangled, different input images have different selected filters as they are related to the specific input. In the information theory, mutual information I(c; z l ) between the result of filter selection z l and the attribute of an input image c measures the correlation between architecture encoding and its input image. I(c; z l ) = 0 means that the selected filters is not related to the input image, which remains the same for all inputs. In contrast, the filter selection depends on the input image when I(c; z l ) = 0. To this end, we maximize the mutual information between c and z l to achieve the architecture decoupling. Considering the expanded form of mutual information, we have:
The mutual information I(c; z l ) is difficult to be directly maximized, as it is hard to obtain P (c|z l ). Thus, we use Q(c|z l ) as a variational approximation to P (c|z l ) [1] . Here, we parametrize Q(c|z l ) as a neural network that only contains a fully-connected layer. Considering the fact that the KL-divergence is positive, we have:
Therefore,
Eq. 10 shows a lower bound of the mutual information I(c; |z l ). By maximizing the lower bound, the mutual information I(c; z l ) will be accordingly maximized. In our paper, we use the class label as the attribute of the input image c in the classification task. Thus, maximizing the mutual information in Eq. 10 is equivalent to minimize loss below:
where C(X) represents the label of the input image
, where K represents the number of classification categories.
KL-divergence Loss. After maximizing the mutual information I(c; z l ), it only guarantees that the filter selection depends on the input image. However, it is uncertain whether the filters become different (i.e. detect different objects). If a filter only responds to a specific object, it will be inactivated when the input does not contain this object. By limiting each filter only responding to a specific category, they can be disentangled to detect different objects. Thus, we minimize the KL-divergence between the output of the current layer and its corresponding architecture encoding to ensure that the overall filter responses have a similar distribution to the responses of the selected subset. To align the dimension of the convolution output and the architecture encoding, we downsample Y l to y l ∈ R N using global average pooling. Then the KL-divergence loss is defined as:
As the output of filters is limited based on the result of filter selection, it will become unique and only detects a specific object. Thus, the filters are different from each other, each of which performs its own function. We further to prove the following theorem to reveal the advantage of our loss function.
Theorem 1.
If we simultaneously maximize the mutual information I(c; z l ) and minimize the KL-divergence between z l and y l , the mutual information I(c; y l ) will be accordingly increased.
Proof of Theorem 1 Considering the difference between I(c; z l ) and I(c; y l ), we have:
If y l is close to z l , H(y l ) is also close to H(z l ). Then, the joint distribution P (X l , y l , c) and P (X l , z l , c) are factorized as follows:
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When the mutual information between the feature maps (i.e. the output of filters) and the properties of input image increases, the feature maps become more discriminative and the network performance is improved accordingly.
Sparse Loss. 1 -regularization on z l is introduced to encourage the architecture encoding being sparse, which means the calculation path of each input becomes thinner. Thus, the sparse loss is defined as:
Therefore, we obtain the overall loss function as:
where L ce is the network classification loss and λ m , λ k and λ s are the hyper-parameters. Eq 21 can be effectively solved via SGD.
Experiments
We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed architecture decoupling scheme on three datasets, i.e., CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 [18] and ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 [34] . CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 contain 50,000 training images and 10,000 testing images from 10 and 100 classes, respectively. Each image in both them is with a resolution of 32 × 32. ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 consists of 1.28 million training images and 50,000 images from 1,000 classes.
Implementation Details
We implement our method using Pytorch [31] . The weights of decoupled networks are initialized by the weights from their corresponding pre-trained models. We add the architecture controlling module to all convolutional layers except the first and last ones. All networks are trained using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with a momentum of 0.9. On CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, we train all the networks for 200 epochs using a mini-batch size of 128. The initial learning rate is 0.1 and is divided by 10 at 50% and 75% of the total number of epochs. On ImageNet2012, we train the networks for 30 epochs with a mini-batch size of 64 and 256 on VGG-16 and ResNet-18, respectively. The initial learning rate is 0.001 and is multiplied by 0.1 at epochs 10 and 20. The evaluation on CPU is measured in a single-thread Intel Core i7-6900K CPU. After the network training, we find that some filters are always silent for all inputs, which means we can remove these redundant filters without the degradation of accuracy. It also demonstrates that the network does not require all filters to conduct a given task.
Network Acceleration
We decouple three different network architectures (i.e. ResNet-56 [13] , VGGNet [35] and GoogleNet [36] ) on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. The VGGNet in our experiments is the same to the network in [24] . As shown in speedup/compression rate, compared to the static pruning [14, 22, 24, 26] and the dynamic pruning [37] . In Table 2 , we compare our method with [22, 28] on three different networks. Our method can achieve the highest speedup rate with the smallest drop in accuracy. For example, we achieve 2.03× speed up with only 0.71% Top-1 accuracy drop in accuracy on GoogleNet. For ImageNet 2012, as shown in Table 3 , the results show that our method achieves a high speedup rate on CPU, while the model accuracy decreases with network decoupling. We conjecture this is due to the large amount of classes in ImageNet 2012, such that the limited number of features on ResNet-18 and VGG-16 cannot successfully represent the distribution of each class. Therefore, the network performance will be destroyed if we excessively decouple the network architecture.
Network Interpretability
Filter State. The state of a filter in the network has three possibilities: it responds to all the input samples, it not responds to any input sample, and it responds to the specific inputs. Figure 4 : The calculation path of different categories. The first row and third row represent the calculation path of "airplane" and "ship" categories, respectively. The second row represents the calculation path of images originally belonging to "airplane" that are classified as a ship after being attacked.
shown in Fig. 3 , the proportion of dynamic filters increases with the increase of network depth. This phenomenon demonstrates that filters in the top layer tend to detect high-level semantic features, which are highly related to the input images. In contrast, filters in the bottom layer detect low-level features, which are always shared in each image. Thus, with the increase of layer depth, the proportion of dynamic filters increases consistently if the activated and dynamic filters are only collected for evaluation. Interestingly, second convolutional layer in each block on ResNet-56 does not contain any dynamic filter. This is due to the fact that its outputs are used for feature fusion.
Architecture Encoding. To investigate the distribution of the architecture encoding in different layers, we collect the architecture encoding from three layers with different depths on ResNet-56. These architecture encodings are then projected into 2-dimensional space using t-SNE [27] . As shown in Fig. 5 , each color represents one category and each dot is an architecture encoding corresponding to an input. We can see that the architecture in the bottom layer is difficult to disentangle, since the filters in the bottom layer tend to detect simple structures that always appear in every input image. Thus, the filters will respond to all input images. As the layers become deeper, the architecture gradually becomes disentangled. Based on the finding that the hierarchical calculation paths of each input is related to its class, our architecture decoupling method helps better understand the network.
Category-aware Calculation Path. After decoupling the network architecture, the calculation path of input images from different categories will become diverse. As shown in Fig 4, we visualize the calculation path of "airplane" and "ship" categories by counting all images under this category in ResNet-20 on CIFAR-10. Each row represents the calculation path of one category and each column represents one layer. We remove the activated filters and silent filters, and only visualize the first convolutional layer in each block to simplify the calculation path. Meanwhile, each filter is represented by a dot. The results in Fig 4 reveal the different calculation paths of airplane image and ship image. Compared to the airplane image, the ship image contains more complex information, and requires more filters to inference. As shown in Fig 9, we visualize the calculation paths of different categories for ResNet-20 on CIFAR-10. Each path for the specific class (e.g., airplane) is obtained by the statistic of all images labelled by this class. Our method can successfully disentangle the network architecture, and effectively distinguish the "hard" and " easy" classes. For example, The images belonging to "automobile" or "truck" require much more filters (i.e., more complex path), compared to a thinner path on "bird".
Network Visualization
We follow the method in [43] further visualize the receptive field of the activation from different filters. As shown in Fig. 6 , each row represents the output of a filter with different input images. It shows that each filter only responds to one specific feature without ambiguity. For instance, the 211-th filter in Block4-Unit-2-Conv1 of ResNet-18 only detects flamingo wings and the 115-th filter only responds to the bottom of a hot air balloon. Therefore, our method can successfully disentangle the filters and make them selectively respond to distinct objects of a category, and ignore others.
Relationship Between Filter and Category In our method, we quantify the relationship between convolutional filters of the input images and their categories, and further interpret the different functions of filters in the network. As mentioned in Section 3.3, we use Q(c|z l ) to approximate P (c|z l ) which represents the probability of a certain category under the specific architecture encoding z l . Therefore, after training, the corresponding W l clai,j represents the probability of the input image belongings to the j-th category when the i-th filter participates in the network inference. As shown in Fig. 7 , we visualize W l cla corresponding to the first three layers in each block on ResNet-56. Each row represents one category and each column represents a filter. We draw the same observation to the work [40] that features in each layer shows the hierarchical nature. In other words, filters in the low layers usually detect simple features, like textures, which are shared by the images with different classes, while filters in the high layers are more likely to detect semantic features, which are related to the specific classes. Moreover, the result shows that our method successfully disentangle the filters, such that most of them are only related to one categorize.
Adversarial Attack Analysis
Recently, several works [12, 20, 29] have found that neural network is vulnerable to adversarial examples. Only adding a slight noise to an input image can disturb the robustness of networks.
To interpret how the noise works, we use the FGSM [12] to attack ResNet-20 on CIFAR-10 after architecture decoupling, and visualize the corresponding calculation path. As shown in Fig. 4 , we add the noise to an image belongings to the "airplane" category, while the network predicts it as "ship". we can see that the calculation path between the input belongings to true "airplane" and the adversarial input is totally different from low-level layers. This suggests that the adversarial samples confuse the network from the bottom layers. Meanwhile, we found that the calculation path of adversarial samples classified as "ship" is different from the calculation path of the original ship image. In other words, adversarial samples do not actually completely deceive the network, which can be detected by analyzing their calculation path. As shown in Fig. 10 , the images labelled by "airplane" are attacked to be other classes. Compared to the original calculation path in Fig. 9 , the adversarial samples always confuse the network starting from the bottom layer. Furthermore, we compare the calculation path of different categories that are attacked to be the same one in Fig. 11 ,. As the images attacked to be the same class almost share the same calculation path, we draw a conclusion that we can effectively detect the adversarial samples using our architecture decoupling method by comparing the calculation path of un-attacked/original images (e.g., dog in Fig. 9 ) and adversarial samples.
Ablation Study
Distribution of Filters In our method, we have three hyper-parameters (i.e., λ m , λ k and λ s ) to control the network training. λ k is empirically set to 1 in our experiment. As mentioned in the above section, there are three filter states: activated, silent and dynamic. As shown in Fig. 8 , we calculate the percentage of different filter states in the network with different λ m and λ s on ResNet-56. In Fig. 8(a) , we set λ s to 0.0002, and the λ m = 0.009 in Fig. 8(b) . We find that λ m controls the number of dynamic filters, which means the network architecture can be disentangled as λ m increases. Meanwhile, λ s controls the number of filters that participate in the network inference. As λ s decreases, the network uses more filters for network inference.
Influence of Dynamic Filters
As shown in Fig. 8(a) , when λ m = 0, the network does not have any dynamic filter. To explore the influence of the dynamic filters, we compare the network accuracy when λ m = 0 and λ m = 0.005 with different λ s . As shown in Table 4 , the proper usage of dynamic filters can improve the performance of the network. Table 4 : Results of ResNet-56 on CIFAR-10 with different λ m and λ s .
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel architecture decoupling method to interpret the rationale behind the overall working process of a network. In particular, architecture controlling module is embedded in each layer to dynamically identify the activated filters. Then, by maximizing the mutual information between the architecture encoding and the attribute of input image, we decouple the network architecture to explore the functional processing behaviour of each layer. We further disentangle filters to make them detect different objects and improve the discriminative ability of the decoupled network by limiting the output of filters. Experiments show that our method can successfully decouple the network architecture to achieve several merits, i.e., interpretation, acceleration and adversarial attacking. 
